Cambo Spring Bulb Dispatch 2019
All bulbs are cultivated in our 70 acre woodlands or neighbouring estates. Crowded clumps of snowdrops are lifted each year
and the bulbs are sorted by hand here at Cambo. Mature flowering bulbs are sold and the smaller bulbs (thinnings) are
replanted on our site to keep our stocks sustainable. We currently offer the following bulbs damp wrapped in moss, packed and
shipped immediately after lifting.
Bulbs are dispatched from mid-February to early April.
Sorted Single Snowdrops – Galanthus nivalis, the most loved snowdrop flowers, dainty, resilient and beautiful. Sorted single
snowdrops are a flowering bulbs of a good size to give an elegant display year on year which will increase quickly. Order in
multiples of 25.
25 bulbs – £10.50
50 bulbs - £21.00
100 bulbs - £42.00
Sorted Double Snowdrops – Galanthus nivalis ‘Flore Pleno’ a wonderful double form of snowdrop, with wide petals and
rose like frilled inners, this plump flowering ballerina like snowdrop can give a gorgeous carpet of white once established.
Order in multiples of 25.
25 bulbs - £13.00
50 bulbs - £26.00
100 bulbs - £52.00
Unsorted Snowdrops (Single and Doubles available)
If you require larger quantities, consider unsorted snowdrop bulbs. These bulbs are dispatched ‘as dug’ with the earth shaken
off and include a mixture of flowering and smaller bulbs, sold in multiples of 500 and upwards. Ideal for establishing larger
areas or woodland planting.
Single Unsorted Snowdrops – 500 bulbs £105.00
Double Unsorted Snowdrops – 500 bulbs £150.00
Snowflakes – Leucojum vernum, a rare, striking, unusual white bell like ‘tiffany’ lantern shaped flower which compliments any
snowdrop collection. Glossy broad green leaves, with flowers held 30cm above the foliage, perfect companion with snowdrops.
3 bulbs - £6.50
5 bulbs - £10.50
Wild Garlic – Allium ursinum, a delightful edible early flowering bulb, easy to naturalise in your garden, or wonderful in pots
by the kitchen door for the kitchen. Sold in clumps, of 12 bulbs, a must for every garden. Larger quantities available. Ask for a
quote.
1 clump – £5.50
Winter Aconites – Eranthis hyemalis a member of the buttercup family, these cheerful yellow cup shaped globes with rag like
ruffs of green, are a true herald of spring. Often one of the first flowers of the year, an excellent companion to snowdrops.
Aconites are a corm, which returns each year. Sold in clumps of 5 flowers to minimise disturbance to the corms.
1 clump - £5.50
Specialist Snowdrops – Hosting the National Collection of Galanthus we have over 400 varieties of specialist bulbs. Each
year a certain quantity are released for sale, enquiries are always welcomed and processed on a first come first served basis. If
you are interested in purchasing specialist bulbs, please get in touch.

Post and Packaging on orders are £5.90, orders over £50 are free of charge. For larger quantities please email
snowdrops@cambogardens.org.uk for a quote.
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